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GAPPED BOUNDARY THEORIES IN THREE DIMENSIONS
DANIEL S. FREED AND CONSTANTIN TELEMAN
Abstract. We prove a theorem in 3-dimensional topological field theory: a Reshetikhin-Turaev
theory admits a nonzero boundary theory iff it is a Turaev-Viro theory. The proof immediately
implies a characterization of fusion categories in terms of dualizability. The main theorem applies
to physics, where it implies an obstruction to a gapped 3-dimensional quantum system admitting
a gapped boundary theory. Appendices on bordism multicategories and on internal duals may be
of independent interest.
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Quantum mechanical theories bifurcate into gapped and gapless theories. The classical notion of
a local boundary condition for a partial differential equation has a quantum analog—a boundary
theory. There is a basic question: Does a gapped quantum system S admit a gapped boundary
theory? We formulate and prove a mathematical theorem (Theorem A in §1.4) which addresses this
question for a large class of (2+1)-dimensional systems. The route from a gapped quantum system
to the theorem goes via a low energy effective extended topological field theory, whose existence
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2 D. S. FREED AND C. TELEMAN
we merely assume. The absence of a gapped boundary theory implies the presence of gapless edge
modes—conduction on the boundary—an important feature of quantum Hall systems, for example.
Let F : Bordfr3 Ñ C be a 3-dimensional topological field theory, a homomorphism from a bordism
multicategory of framed manifolds to a symmetric monoidal 3-category C. We impose hypotheses
on C, F to model Reshetikhin-Turaev theories [RT1, RT2, T], whose key invariant is a modular
tensor category C, the value of F on a bounding framed circle. Theorem A asserts that if F admits
a nonzero boundary theory, then C is the Drinfeld center of a fusion1 category Φ. Conversely,
given Φ there is a nonzero boundary theory built from the (regular) left Φ-module Φ. In other
words, the class of C in the Witt group [DMNO] is a complete obstruction to the existence of a
nonzero boundary theory. With extra assumptions on the codomain C, we conclude (Theorem A1
in §1.4) that the entire theory F is isomorphic to the Turaev-Viro theory based on Φ.
A corollary of our proof is a characterization of fusion categories (Theorem B in §1.5). Let CatC
be the symmetric monoidal 2-category of finitely presentable C-linear categories, and let E1pCatCq
be the Morita 3-category of tensor categories. (In this paper ‘tensor category’ means ‘algebra
object in CatC’.) Then Ψ P E1pCatCq is a fusion category iff Ψ is 3-dualizable and the regular left
Ψ-module is 2-dualizable. The forward direction (‘only if’) is proved in [DSS].
A key feature of our approach is the use of fully extended field theories. Naive analogs of
Theorem A fail in the traditional context of p1, 2, 3q-theories; see Remark 1.25.
Here is a brief outline of the paper. Section 1 contains background and the statements of the
main theorems. The proof of Theorem A is deferred to §2, where we begin with an informal discus-
sion of bordism multicategories. The application to gapped quantum systems is the subject of §3.
Appendix A contains a detailed definition of objects and morphisms in bordism multicategories.
Appendix B proves a criterion for internal duals in tensor categories, developed in a more gen-
eral context. Appendix C proves the complete reducibility of fusion categories, which is implicit
in [EGNO]: a fusion category is Morita equivalent to a direct sum of fusion categories with simple
unit.
Papers related to the problems considered here include [KK, KS, FSV, Le, KZ].
We warmly thank Pavel Etingof, Theo Johnson-Freyd, Victor Ostrik, Emily Riehl, Claudia
Scheimbauer, Noah Snyder, Will Stewart, and Kevin Walker for discussions related to this work.
1. Mathematical background and statement of main theorem
1.1. RT theories and TV theories
In the late 1980s Witten [W1] and Reshetikhin-Turaev [RT1, RT2] introduced new invariants
of closed 3-manifolds and generalizations of the Jones invariants of knots. Witten’s starting point
is the classical Chern-Simons invariant, which he feeds into the physicists’ path integral, whereas
Reshetikhin-Turaev begin with an intricate algebraic structure: a quantum group. Later, quantum
1We do not assume that a fusion category has a simple unit: our ‘fusion’ is [EGNO]’s ‘multifusion’.
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groups were replaced by modular tensor categories [T], which were originally introduced2 in the
context of 2-dimensional conformal field theory [MS]. These disparate approaches are reconciled
in extended topological field theory [F1]. In modern terms [L1] this extended field theory is a
symmetric monoidal functor
(1.1) Fx1,2,3y : Bord
fr
x1,2,3y ÝÑ CatC
with domain the 2-category3 of 3-framed4 1-, 2-, and 3-dimensional bordisms; the codomain is a
certain 2-category of complex linear categories; see Definition 1.6. The value of Fx1,2,3y on the
bounding 3-framed circle S1b is the modular tensor category that defines the theory. We call (1.1)
a Reshetikhin-Turaev (RT) theory.
Remark 1.2. The RT theories in the original references factor through the bordism 2-category of
manifolds equipped with a pw1, p1q-structure [BHMV], that is, an orientation and a trivialization
of the first Pontrjagin class p1. There is a unique isomorphism class of pw1, p1q-structures on a
circle, so no distinction between bounding and nonbounding circles. “Spin Chern-Simons theories”
require a trivialization of the second Stiefel-Whitney class w2 as well, so they use the full 3-framing.
For those theories the codomain should include Z{2Z-gradings; see Remark 1.26.
A fully extended topological field theory has domain Bordfr3 “ Bordfrx0,1,2,3y, the 3-category of
3-framed bordisms of dimension ď 3. There is no canonical codomain for these theories, so for now
we posit an arbitrary symmetric monoidal 3-category C. The cobordism hypothesis—conjectured
by Baez-Dolan [BD], proved by Hopkins-Lurie in 2 dimensions and by Lurie [L1] in all dimensions;
see also [AF]—asserts that a fully extended theory
(1.3) F : Bordfr3 ÝÑ C
is determined by its value F p`q on a positively oriented 3-framed point. Furthermore, a 3-dualizable
object of C determines a unique theory (1.3), up to a contractible space of choices. A symmetric
monoidal 3-category C has a fully dualizable part Cfd Ă C whose objects are 3-dualizable and whose
morphisms have all adjoints. We say C has duals if C “ Cfd. A functor (1.3) factors through Cfd.
Given a general RT theory (1.1) it is still an open problem to construct C and an extension (1.3),
or even better to construct a single C which works for all RT theories. (However, see [He] for a
special case in the framework of bicommutant categories.)
There is a subclass of RT theories, the Turaev-Viro (TV) theories [TV], which are fully ex-
tended. Let Fus be the symmetric monoidal 3-category whose objects are fusion categories; see
Definition 1.9.
Theorem 1.4 (Douglas-Schommer-Pries-Snyder [DSS]). Fus has duals, i.e., Fus “ Fusfd.
2The version in [MS] uses a central charge in Q{24Z, whereas the version standard in mathematics, which we use,
only has a central charge in Q{8Z.
3In this paper we use discrete categories: for example CatC is a p2, 2q-category (as opposed to a more general p8, 2q-
category). Some of our exposition in this section applies to p8, nq-categories though we just write ‘n-categories’.
4A 3-framing of a 3-manifold is a global parallelism, a trivialization of its tangent bundle. For a manifold M of
dimension k ă 3 it is a trivialization of the inflated tangent bundle R3´k ‘ TM ÑM .
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In particular, a fusion category Φ is 3-dualizable in Fus. The cobordism hypothesis implies that
there is a fully extended topological field theory
(1.5) TΦ : Bord
fr
3 ÝÑ Fus,
unique up to equivalence, whose value on a chosen framed point ` is TΦp`q “ Φ. A TV theory is a
fully extended theory with codomain Fus; its truncation to Bordfrx1,2,3y is an RT theory. Examples
include 3-dimensional gauge theory for a finite group G, in which case Φ is the fusion category
of finite rank complex vector bundles over G with convolution product; there is also a version
twisted by a cocycle for a class in H3pG;Q{Zq, as in [DW]. Special toral Chern-Simons theories
are also TV theories. We remark that for a spherical fusion category Φ, the theory TΦ descends
to the bordism multicategory of oriented manifolds. Conjecturally, every fusion category admits a
spherical structure.
1.2. Definitions and terminology
The definitions and terminology for abelian categories are standard; see [EGNO, §1] for example.
For tensor categories there is tremendous variation in the literature, so we spell out our usage here.
The term ‘modular tensor category’ is standard; see [EGNO, §8.13], for example.
Definition 1.6.
(i) CatC is the symmetric monoidal 2-category defined as follows.
5 Its objects are finitely
cocomplete C-linear categories. 1-morphisms in CatC are right exact C-linear functors—
functors that preserve finite colimits—and 2-morphisms are natural transformations. The
symmetric monoidal structure is the Deligne-Kelly tensor product ; see [K, D, Fr].
(ii) A tensor category is an algebra object in CatC.
(iii) E1pCatCq is the symmetric monoidal 3-category defined as follows. Its objects are tensor
categories. A 1-morphism M : A Ñ B is an object M P CatC equipped with the structure
of a pB,Aq-module category, i.e., a left pABopq-module category. A 2-morphism M 1 ÑM
is a 1-morphism in CatC which respects the bimodule structure. A 3-morphism is a natural
transformation of functors.
Remark 1.7.
(1) We do not assume that a tensor category has internal duals (rigidity). See Appendix B for
a discussion of internal duals in tensor categories. Also, we do not assume that the tensor
unit of a tensor category is a simple object.
(2) The algebraic theory of tensor categories is exposited in the text Etingof-Gelaki-Nikshych-
Ostrik [EGNO] (where rigidity and simple unit are included in the definition of ‘tensor
category’). The theory of Morita higher categories, such as E1pCatCq, is developed by
Haugseng [H], Johnson-Freyd-Scheimbauer [JS], Gwilliam-Scheimbauer [GS], among others.
Douglas-Schommer-Pries-Snyder [DSS] define a 3-category of tensor categories which is a
subcategory of E1pCatCq; in particular, they assume rigidity. Tensor categories in an infinite
setting are explored in [BJS], and in an 8-setting in [L2].
5The symbol ‘Rex’ is sometimes used in place of ‘CatC’; it emphasizes the right exactness of 1-morphisms.
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(3) The symmetric monoidal structure on E1pCatCq is Deligne-Kelly tensor product, as in CatC.
Composition of 1-morphisms in E1pCatCq is the relative Deligne-Kelly tensor product: ten-
sor product of module categories over a tensor category. Its existence is discussed in [BZBJ,
Remark 3.2.1] and [JS, Example 8.10].
(4) For a 3-category C set ΩC “ EndCp1q, the endomorphism 2-category of the tensor unit
object. There is a canonical identification
(1.8) ΩE1pCatCq “ CatC .
The 3-category Fus of fusion categories is introduced in [DSS].
Definition 1.9.
(i) FSCat is the full subcategory of CatC whose objects are finite semisimple abelian categories.
(ii) A fusion category is a finite semisimple rigid tensor category.
(iii) Fus is the symmetric monoidal 3-category subcategory of E1pCatCq whose objects are fusion
categories and whose 1-morphisms are finite semisimple abelian bimodule categories.
Remark 1.10.
(1) FSCat Ă CatC is closed under Deligne-Kelly tensor product [Fr, §5].
(2) We do not assume that a fusion category has simple unit. ([EGNO] use ‘multifusion’ for
Definition 1.9(ii) and reserve ‘fusion’ for the case of a simple unit.)
(3) The loop category of Fus is
(1.11) Ω Fus “ FSCat .
A companion result to Theorem 1.4 asserts that the symmetric monoidal 2-category FSCat has
duals. We also need the following result.
Theorem 1.12. The 2-dualizable objects of CatC are the finite semisimple abelian categories.
There are many versions of this theorem, such as [Se, Ti]; see [BDSV, Appendix] for a survey. For
the category CatC of finitely cocomplete C-linear categories, see [BJSS, Remark 3.5].
1.3. Relations between RT and TV theories
Let
(1.13) T : Bordfr3 ÝÑ Fus
be a TV theory. Then the associated modular tensor category T pS1b q, the value of T on the bounding
3-framed circle, is the Drinfeld center of T p`q. It is the modular tensor category of the associated
RT theory, which is the truncation
(1.14) Tx1,2,3y : Bordfrx1,2,3y ÝÑ CatC .
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Also, the value T pS1nq on the nonbounding 3-framed circle is the Drinfeld cocenter6 of T p`q, a
module category over T pS1b q. (Notice that T pS1nq is equivalent to T pS1b q if T p`q is spherical.) See
[DSS, §3.2.2] for an exposition. For a general RT theory (1.1) there does not exist a fusion category
whose Drinfeld double is the modular tensor category Fx1,2,3ypS1b q.
Remark 1.15. The double |F |2 “ FF_ of an RT theory F is the truncation of a TV theory, as we
now explain. (F_ is the dual theory to F in the symmetric monoidal category of theories.) Let
C be a modular tensor category. Suppose F : Bordfr3 Ñ C is an extension of an RT theory (1.1)
with F pS1b q “ C, where we assume the hypotheses on C in Theorem A below. Use the cobordism
hypothesis to define theories
(1.16) F_, |F |2 : Bordfr3 ÝÑ C
which are characterized by
(1.17)
F_p`q “ F p`q_
|F |2p`q “ F p`q b F p`q_ “ F pS0q.
Here F p`q_ is the dual object to F p`q P C. The theory F_ may be defined as the composition of F
with the involution Bordfr3 Ñ Bordfr3 which reverses the first frame vector. Using this description
identify the braided fusion category F_pS1b q with Crev, which is the same underlying fusion cate-
gory C equipped with the inverse braiding. It follows that |F |2pS1b q – C Crev, which by [EGNO,
Proposition 8.20.12] is braided tensor equivalent to the Drinfeld center of C.
1.4. Existence of boundary theories
Let
(1.18) F : Bordfr3 ÝÑ C
be a 3-dimensional 3-framed topological field theory, as in (1.3). Lurie [L1, Example 4.3.22] defines
an extended bordism 3-category Bordfr3,B and an inclusion Bordfr3 Ñ Bordfr3,B. (See §A.3 for a
definition of objects in Bordfr3,B.) A boundary theory for F is an extension
(1.19) rF : Bordfr3,B Ñ C
of F to a symmetric monoidal functor. The cobordism hypothesis with singularities implies that rF is
determined by a 3-dualizable object F p`q P C together with a 2-dualizable 1-morphism 1 Ñ F p`q.
To isolate the data of the boundary theory, let
(1.20) τď2F : Bord
fr
2 ÝÑ C
6Objects of the Drinfeld cocenter of a fusion category C are pairs px, γq in which x is an object of C and the
functor γ : xb´ Ñ ´b x˚˚ is a twisted half-braiding.
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be the truncation of F to 2-framed 0-, 1-, and 2-dimensional bordisms. It is a once categorified
topological field theory. Then the data of a boundary theory for F is a natural transformation7
(1.21) β : 1 ÝÑ τď2F
of symmetric monoidal functors on Bordfr2 . The precise meaning of ‘natural transformation’ in
multicategories is elaborated in [JS], where the cobordism hypothesis with singularities [L1, §4.3]
is applied to prove that the data of an extended theory (1.19) is equivalent to the data of the pair
consisting of (1.18) and (1.21); see [JS, Theorem 7.15].
Our main result is the following.
Theorem A. Let C be a symmetric monoidal 3-category whose fully dualizable part Cfd contains
the 3-category Fus of fusion categories as a full subcategory. Let F : Bordfr3 Ñ C be a 3-framed
topological field theory such that
(a) F pS0q is isomorphic in C to a fusion category, and
(b) F pS1b q is invertible as an object in the 4-category E2pΩCq of braided tensor categories.
Assume F extends to rF : Bordfr3,B Ñ C such that the associated boundary theory β : 1 Ñ τď2F is
nonzero. Then F pS1b q is braided tensor equivalent to the Drinfeld center of a fusion category Φ,
which may be taken to be EndCfdpβq.
The hypothesis that Fus is a full subcategory of Cfd ensures that Theorem A applies to TV theories.
That hypothesis implies that
(1.22) ΩCfd “ FSCat;
see (1.8). Since FSCat Ă CatC, the x1, 2, 3y truncation Fx1,2,3y of F has the form (1.1). Hypothe-
ses (a) and (b) express that Fx1,2,3y is an RT theory. A modular tensor category is invertible as
an object in the 4-category of braided tensor categories [S-P, BJSS]; hypothesis (b) captures this
central feature of RT theories. It remains to explain what it means that β is nonzero. Observe
that the value of β on a closed 1-manifold is an object in a finite semisimple complex linear abelian
category, and the value of β on a closed 2-manifold is a vector in a finite dimensional complex
vector space. We require that β take a nonzero value on some closed 1- or 2-manifold.
Remark 1.23. The unit in our fusion category Φ may not be simple. We prove (Corollary C.2) that
Φ is Morita equivalent to a fusion category Φ0 with simple unit. The category Φ is canonical in
terms of rF “ pF, βq, whereas Φ0 is only determined up to Morita equivalence.
Remark 1.24. At first glance it might seem that the hypotheses of Theorem A, which lead to (1.22),
are too restrictive: we might rather have nonsemisimple categories be possible values of Fx1,2,3y.
However, this is ruled out by Theorem 1.12 and a dimensional reduction argument, such as in the
proof of Lemma 2.28.
We prove Theorem A in §2.3.
Following a suggestion of Theo Johnson-Freyd, we prove the following in §2.3.3.
7There are also boundary theories τď2F Ñ 1. They are extension of F to a variation of Bordfr3,B.
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Theorem A1. In the context of Theorem A assume in addition that (i) for all x, y P C the 2-
category Cpx, yq of 1-morphisms is finitely cocomplete, and (ii) composition of 1-morphisms in C is
finitely cocontinuous. Then F is isomorphic to the Turaev-Viro theory TΦ, and the boundary theory
is determined by the regular left module category Φ.
Remark 1.25. If F is isomorphic to the tensor unit theory, then for any Turaev-Viro representa-
tive TΦ the fusion category Φ is endomorphisms of a finite semisimple abelian category C. Under
the isomorphism TΦ
„ÝÝÑ 1, executed via the Morita trivialization of EndpCq, the regular left Φ-
module goes over to the finite semisimple abelian category C. Note that the p1, 2q part of the
p0, 1, 2q-theory based on C assigns a semisimple commutative algebra to S1b .
If from the beginning we work with p1, 2, 3q-theories (1.1), then the conclusion of Theorem A1
can fail. For example, consider a theory with βpS1b q “ Crxs{px2q, a nonsemisimple commutative
algebra. This theory is not fully extendable, so does not arise as in previous paragraph.
Remark 1.26. There is a generalization of RT theories (1.1) with codomain a 2-category of “super”
complex linear categories. Some developments in the theory of these categories—which are either
enriched over the category sVectC of super vector spaces or are a module category over sVectC—
especially for fusion supercategories, may be found in [GK, BE, U]. Our main theorems generalize
to allow supercategories in the codomain, a topic we hope to return to elsewhere.
1.5. A characterization of fusion categories
En route to proving Theorem A, we prove the following characterization of fusion categories.
Theorem B. Let Ψ P E1pCatCq be a tensor category. Then Ψ is a fusion category iff
(i) Ψ is 3-dualizable in E1pCatCq, and
(ii) Ψ as a left Ψ-module is 2-dualizable as a 1-morphism in E1pCatCq.
The forward direction, proved in [DSS], is stated as Theorem 1.4. We prove the converse in §2.3.1.
Remark 1.27 ([BJS]). Let A “ Crxs{px2q be the non-semisimple algebra of dual numbers. The
tensor category Ψ of finite dimensional A-A bimodules is Morita equivalent to VectC, so is 3-
dualizable, but it is not a fusion category: for example, it does not have internal duals. This
example illustrates that ‘fusion’ is not a Morita invariant notion. The dualizability in Theorem B(i)
is Morita invariant, whereas the regular module in Theorem B(ii) is not. For example, under the
Morita equivalence which sends Ψ to VectC, the regular left module ΨΨ is sent to the linear category
of A-modules, which is not the regular left module over VectC. We regard Theorem A as a Morita
invariant variant of Theorem B.
2. Proof
2.1. Bordism n-categories
As a preliminary, we recall features of bordism multicategories and explain how they are encoded
in the pictures we draw. In Appendix A we give a formal and precise account valid in all dimensions;
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the heuristic exposition here is focused on the low dimensional cases of interest. See [BM, CS, AF]
for complete constructions of the bordism multicategory.
Figure 1. A 2-morphism C0 > C1 YÝÝÑ ∅1 in Bord2
2.1.1. Arrows of time. Begin with Bord2, the 2-category of unoriented bordisms of dimension ď 2.
An endomorphism ∅0 CÝÝÑ ∅0 of the empty 0-manifold is a closed 1-manifold. In the bordism 2-
category its tangent bundle is stabilized to the rank 2 vector bundle R ‘ TC Ñ C, where R Ñ C
is the trivial bundle of rank 1 with a chosen orientation. This orientation is called an “arrow of
time”. In a bordism C0>C1 YÝÝÑ ∅1, as depicted in Figure 1, the arrows of time distinguish incoming
and outgoing boundary components. An object P in Bord2 is a finite set of points with stabilized
tangent bundle R‘RÑ P and chosen orientations on each of the trivial line bundles. Figure 2 is
a 1-morphism P0 >P1 CÝÝÑ ∅0. Note that the manifolds P0, P1 have two ordered arrows of time; the
ordering is depicted in our figures by the number of arrowheads. (In our conventions the double-
headed arrow has index ´2 and the single-headed arrow has index ´1.) The single-headed arrow
of time is constrained to be compatible with the single arrow of time of C; that is, corresponding
trivial summands augmenting the tangent bundle are identified at BC.
Figure 2. A 1-morphism P0 > P1 CÝÝÑ ∅0 in Bord2
Remark 2.1. In a geometric bordism multicategory of manifolds of dimension ď n, a manifold of
dimension k ă n is embedded in successive germs of a pk ` 1q-, pk ` 2q-, . . . , and n-manifold. For
an pn´ 1q-dimensional manifold C, the arrow of time is an orientation of the normal bundle to C
in the germ. The additional arrows of time in higher codimension orient normal bundles to lower
strata at corners. In a topological bordism multicategory the germs can be and usually are replaced
by a stabilization of the tangent bundle; see (A.12).
2.1.2. Constancy data. A 2-morphism in Bord2 is a compact 2-manifold Y with corners and arrows
of time together with constancy data [CS, Definition 5.1]. Namely, if Y “ Y˚0 > Y˚´1 > Y˚´2 is the
partition into boundaries and corners, so dim Y˚´k “ 2´ k, then there is a free involution specified
on Y˚´2 with quotient P and an embedding
(2.2) r0, 1s ˆ P ãÑ Y´1
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Figure 3. (a) a legal 2-morphism and (b) not a 2-morphism
such that the arrows of time are constant along the image of r0, 1s ˆ tpu for all p P P . Thus
Figure 3(a) is legal: the dashed vertical edges comprise the image of the constancy embedding (2.2).
The constancy gives rise to an interpretation of Figure 3(a) as a 2-morphism
(2.3) P0 > P1
C0
''
C1>C2
77
KS
Y ∅0 ,
essentially by collapsing the dashed edges. On the other hand, Figure 3(b) is not allowed because
there is no embedding r0, 1s ˆ tPiu ãÑ Y´1 for which the specified arrows of time are constant.
A formal specification of constancy data is (A.8), a consequence of Definition A.4.
2.1.3. Tangential structures. The main point to emphasize is that in a bordism n-category of
manifolds of dimension ď n, the tangential structure is on the stabilized rank n tangent bundle. In
particular, Figure 4 is a valid 1-morphism in Bordfr2 , the bordism 2-category of 2-framed manifolds.
In the figure the arrows of time are notated as earlier. The 2-frame f1, f2 is depicted as a long line
segment (f1) followed by a short line segment pf2q. There is no relationship imposed between the
arrows of time and the tangential structure (2-framing).
Figure 4. A 2-framed 1-morphism
Remark 2.4. The relative positions of the framing and the arrows of time does have significance,
for example in Figure 5 below.
2.1.4. Two conventions. We depict objects and morphisms in Bordfr2 as manifolds with corners
embedded in the Euclidean plane—the plane of the paper/screen—together with arrows of time,
constancy data, and orthonormal 2-framings. The first convention is that we identify two such
which are related by either a translation or a translation composed with a reflection about either
a horizontal or a vertical line. (If any such identification exists it is unique, since it preserves
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the 2-framings.) Take the standard points `,´ to be those depicted in Figure 5. Although our
pictures lie in Bordfr2 , our arguments in the proof are for Bord
fr
3 . (Only in the proof of Lemma 2.30
do we use truly 3-dimensional pictures.) The second convention, then, is that we implicitly inflate
orthonormal 2-framings to orthonormal 3-framings by adjoining the unit vector pointing into the
paper/screen as the first frame vector f0. The additional arrow of time points in the same direction
as f0.
Figure 5. The standard points
Remark 2.5. In topological field theory, which is modeled on Wick-rotated field theory, there is no
notion of time versus space. Nonetheless, our conventions are motivated by regarding the last frame
vector as “timelike” and the remaining frame vectors as “spacelike”. In the conventions established
in Appendix A, frame vectors are labeled by codimension, so the timelike direction is labeled ´1
in Bord2 and 0 in Bord3. (Note the shift in Remark A.13(2).)
2.1.5. Duals and adjoints. A topological bordism n-category or p8, nq-category has all duals and
adjoints. Duals are formed by reversing an arrow of time. This can be done at any depth, which
reflects the Op1qˆn-action discussed in [L1, Remark 4.4.10] and [BS-P, §4]. For example, the two
standard points in Bordfr2 , depicted in Figure 5, are dual by reversing the double-headed arrow of
time. Right and left adjoints of morphisms are constructed by a more complicated prescription
which we specify in §A.2.5.
2.1.6. Coloring with a boundary theory. We now briefly describe a bordism 2-category Bordfr2,B into
which Bordfr2 embeds. (Use the second convention of §2.1.4 to extend objects, 1-morphisms, and
2-morphisms to the 3-category Bordfr3,B.) A sketch of this construction appears in [L1, Example
4.3.22]; details for Bordfrn,B, n P Zě1, are provided in §A.3.
Remark 2.6. One key point is that a boundary theory (1.21) for an n-dimensional theory is essen-
tially an pn´ 1q-dimensional theory. This explains why at a boundary component “colored” with
a boundary theory there is one fewer arrow of time and a constraint on the tangential structure,
as we explain below.
Figure 6. A 1-morphism in Bordfr2,B
The 0-morphisms in Bordfr2,B are the same as 0-morphisms in Bordfr2 : a finite set of 2-framed
points equipped with arrows of time. There are new 1-morphisms, such as the one depicted in
Figure 6. The two boundary points are colored and the extra arrow of time at colored boundary
points is replaced by the condition that the first frame vector be an inward normal.8 (Recall that
8This is appropriate for a boundary theory 1 Ñ τď2F ; for a boundary theory τď2F Ñ 1 it is an outward normal.
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we number by codimension—see Remark 2.5—so the arrows are labeled ´2,´1.) Effectively, we
have a 1-framing at those points. There are, of course, new 2-morphisms, such as the one depicted
in Figure 7. In terms of the partition Y “ Y˚0 > Y˚´1 > Y˚´2, there is a submanifold with boundary
B˚´1>B˚´2 Ă Y˚´1> Y˚´2 that is colored with the boundary condition; in Figure 7 we have B˚´2 “ Y˚´2,
and Y˚´1zB˚´1 consists of three open line segments. There are no arrows of time on B˚´1 and the
first frame vector on B˚´1 is the inward normal. The constancy data (2.2), vacuous for Figure 7, is
as in §2.1.2 with Y˚´2zB˚´2 replacing Y˚´2. (Figure 10 below illustrates the constancy data.)
Figure 7. A 2-morphism in Bordfr2,B
Remark 2.7. There does not exist a 2-morphism in Bordfr2 from which Figure 7 is obtained by
coloring a subset of the boundary (with inward arrow of time).
Remark 2.8. Intuitively, the colored boundary components include a time direction—they are
timelike—which motivates the convention about which frame vector is constrained; see Remark 2.5.
2.2. A higher categorical preliminary
2.2.1. Internal homs. Let M be a (weak) 2-category. A 1-morphism x fÝÑ y in M defines a
functor Mpz, xq f˝´ÝÝÝÑ Mpz, yq for any z P M. We call its right adjoint, if it exists, the right
internal hom functor:
(2.9) Mpz, xq
f˝´ //Mpz, yq
HomRpf,´q
oo .
The left internal hom is defined as a right adjoint for right composition for any w PM:
(2.10) Mpy, wq
´˝f //Mpx,wq
HomLpf,´q
oo .
See [W] and [MaSi, §16] for discussions.9
9We thank Emily Riehl for correspondence and for pointing us to [W]. The nonstandard terminology and notation
are our responsibility. The name ‘right internal hom’ is apt if z “ x, and ‘left internal hom’ is apt if w “ y.
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If M is a symmetric monoidal 2-category, and the 1-morphism f has right and left adjoints fR, fL
in M, then there are natural isomorphisms
(2.11)
HomRpf, gq – fR ˝ g PMpz, xq, g : z Ñ y,
HomLpf, hq – h ˝ fL PMpy, wq, h : xÑ w.
If h “ g “ f , hence z “ x and w “ y, then we use the notations
(2.12)
EndRpfq :“ HomRpf, fq – fR ˝ f PMpx, xq,
EndLpfq :“ HomLpf, fq – f ˝ fL PMpy, yq.
The 1-morphism EndRpfq is an algebra object in the 1-category Mpx, xq, and EndLpfq is an
algebra object in Mpy, yq. The unit of EndRpfq is the unit 1 Ñ fR ˝ f of the adjunction, and the
multiplication uses the counit f ˝ fR Ñ 1 of the adjunction:
(2.13) EndRpfq ˝ EndRpfq “ fR ˝ pf ˝ fRq ˝ f ÝÑ fR ˝ f “ EndRpfq.
The formulas for EndLpfq are similar.
Remark 2.14. This discussion applies to n-categories, n ě 3, by taking 2-categorical slices.
Remark 2.15. A symmetric monoidal functor preserves internal homs, internal endomorphisms,
and the composition laws.
2.2.2. Internal homs in Fus and E1pCatCq. Recall from Definition 1.6 that Fus is a symmetric
monoidal 3-category whose objects are fusion categories. Our convention, different than some
references, is that a pB,Aq-module category M is a 1-morphism M : AÑ B in Fus. This convention
renders tensor products and compositions in the same order. The following results are generalized
in [BJS, §5.1].
Proposition 2.16 ([DSS, §3.2.1]). Let A,B P Fus and M : A Ñ B a finite semisimple pB,Aq-
bimodule category. Then M has right and left adjoints, and we can take them to be
(2.17)
MR “ HomBpM,Bq,
ML “ HomApM,Aq.
Corollary 2.18. If also C,D P Fus and N : C Ñ B, P : A Ñ D are finite semisimple bimodule
categories, then
(2.19)
HomRpM,Nq “ HomBpM,Nq,
HomLpM,P q “ HomApM,P q.
In particular,
(2.20)
EndRpMq “ EndBpMq,
EndLpMq “ EndApMq.
Furthermore, the algebra structure on EndRpMq (and EndLpMq) is composition of module functor
endomorphisms.
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Proof. All but the final assertion follow from Proposition 2.16 and [DSS, Proposition 2.4.10]. For
the algebra structure on EndRpMq, the unit 1 ÑMR ˝M is the pA,Aq-bimodule map
(2.21) A ÝÑ HomBpM,BqB M – EndBpMq
which maps a P A to right multiplication by a; in particular 1 P A maps to the identity endo-
morphism of M . Since the counit M ˝MR Ñ 1 is the evaluation map, the multiplication (2.13)
on EndRpMq
EndBpMqA EndBpMq – HomBpM,BqB
`
M A HomBpM,Bq
˘
B M
ÝÑ HomBpM,BqB M – EndBpMq
(2.22)
is the usual composition of endomorphisms of M . 
We prove a partial converse to Proposition 2.16 in E1pCatCq, which for convenience we state for
right adjoints only.
Proposition 2.23. Suppose A,B P E1pCatCq and M : A Ñ B has a right adjoint N . Then
N – HomBpM,Bq as pA,Bq-bimodule categories.
Proof. The adjunction can be expressed as isomorphisms
(2.24) HomApX,N B Y q „ÝÝÑ HomBpM A X,Y q
which are functorial in left A-module categories X and right A-module categories Y . Choose X “ A
and Y “ B to obtain the desired isomorphism N „ÝÝÑ HomBpM,Bq. The isomorphism intertwines
the right A-action on X and the right B-action on Y . 
Figure 8. Duality of ` and ´: evaluation and coevaluation
2.3. Proofs of Theorem A, Theorem B, and Theorem A1
Figure 9. The 1-morphisms whose rF -images are βp`q and βRp`q
To begin, in §2.3.1 we assume given a symmetric monoidal 3-category C such that ΩCfd Ă CatC
and a symmetric monoidal functor rF : Bordfr3,B Ñ C. The restriction of rF to Bordfr3 is denoted F ,
and we define β as in (1.21).
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Figure 10. The unit 1 Ñ bR` ˝ b` and counit b` ˝ bR` Ñ 1
2.3.1. The fusion category Φ and Theorem B. Diagrams for the extended theory rF : Bordfr3,B Ñ C,
are drawn according to the rules of §2.1.6; see §A.3 for more detail. Figure 9 depicts a 1-morphism
b` : ∅0 Ñ ` in Bordfr2,B Ă Bordfr3,B and its right adjoint bR` : ` Ñ ∅0, the latter constructed according
to §A.2.5. The rF -image of b` is βp`q : 1 Ñ F p`q. The cobordism hypothesis with singularities
[L1, §4.3] implies that the right adjoint boundary theory βR : τď2F Ñ 1 is determined F p`q
and βRp`q :“ rF pbR`q, hence the verification that βR is right adjoint to β proceeds by producing a
unit and counit (Figure 10) for an adjunction between b` and bR` in Bordfr2,B, and then using theirrF -images to exhibit βRp`q as the right adjoint of βp`q in C.
Figure 11. The category Φ is the rF -image of EndRpb`q “ bR` ˝ b`
Definition 2.25. Set
(2.26) Φ “ rF `EndRpb`q˘ P ΩCfd Ă CatC .
See Figure 11 for a depiction of EndRpb`q. Also, note we can write Φ “ EndR
`
βp`q˘. By virtue
of being EndR of a 1-morphism, Φ is an algebra object in CatC, i.e., Φ is a tensor category. The
composition law (2.13) is the rF -image of the 2-morphism depicted in Figure 12.
Proposition 2.27. Φ is a fusion category.
The proof of Proposition 2.27 is broken up into Lemma 2.28 and Lemma 2.30.
Lemma 2.28. Φ is a finite semisimple abelian category.
The stronger hypothesis of Theorem A, that Fus Ă Cfd is a full subcategory, immediately implies
Lemma 2.28 in view of (1.22).
Proof. The 1-morphism in Bordfr2,B depicted in Figure 13 has left boundary colored with β and right
boundary colored with βR. It evaluates under pF, β, βRq to Φ. Define the dimensional reduction
(2.29) F : Bordfr2 ÝÑ FSCat
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Figure 12. The monoidal structure of Φ is the rF -image of this 2-morphism
of F as the theory whose value on any object or morphism in Bordfr2 is the value of F on its
Cartesian product with the 1-morphism ∅0 Ñ ∅0 in Figure 13. Since the 2-framing of the latter
is induced from a 1-framing, the Cartesian product is naturally equipped with a 3-framing. The
lemma now follows since F p`q is a 2-dualizable category, hence is finite semisimple abelian by
Theorem 1.12. 
Figure 13. A 1-framed bordism with boundary theories β on the left and βR on the right
Lemma 2.30. Φ is a rigid monoidal category.
That is, Φ has internal left and right duals [EGNO, §2.10]. See Appendix B for a discussion and
generalization of rigidity.
Proof. As a corollary of Lemma 2.28, the dual Φ_ to Φ in FSCat is its opposite category. We prove
rigidity by verifying the hypotheses of Theorem B.1.
Figure 14. The right adjoint to the unit in Figure 10
The unit of Φ is the rF -image of the first 2-morphism in Figure 10. Its right adjoint has rF -image
the counit ε of (B.3). We implement the prescription of §A.2.5 to compute it. The main concern is
the 3-framing which results on the boundary of the hemidisk; it necessarily extends to the interior,
and since pi2SO3 “ 0 that extension is unique up to isotopy. The result is illustrated in Figure 14.
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Recall (§2.1.6) that the frame vectors are labeled10 f0, f1, f2; that f1 is depicted as long, f2 as
short; and that in all previous pictures, such as Figure 10, the vectors f1, f2 lie in the plane of
the paper/screen and f0 is perpendicular to that plane and points into the paper/screen. Now,
in Figure 14, the vectors f0, f1 rotate in the plane perpendicular to f2 as we descend from the
incoming boundary. The long dotted line in indicates that f1 points into the paper/screen; the
long solid line in indicates that f1 points out of the paper/screen. Compose this right adjoint
with the multiplication depicted in Figure 12 to compute the 2-morphism in Bordfr3 whose
rF -image
is the pairing B of Appendix B. It and the 2-morphisms obtained from it by duality (B.5) are
depicted in Figure 15. The Frobenius condition of Definition B.7 is satisfied since the latter two
2-morphisms are invertible in Bordfr3 .
Figure 15. Multiplication followed by the counit and its duals
The right adjoint bordism to Figure 12, computed following §A.2.5, is depicted in Figure 16;
its rF -image is the comultiplication ∆ on Φ. Again it suffices to compute the framing on the
boundary. Notice that the half-turns in the framing cancel on the vertical colored edges, whereas
they cohere into a full turn on the colored half-circle. The second condition in Theorem B.1, that
the comultiplication is a bimodule map, follows immediately from Figure 17. 
Figure 16. The right adjoint to Figure 12
Remark 2.31. In the context of Theorem A, identify the category Φ with its collection of objects
HomFusp1,Φq “ HomCfdp1,Φq. By duality,
(2.32) HomCfdp1,Φq – HomCfd
`
1, βRp`q ˝ βp`q˘ – HomCfd`βp`q, βp`q˘,
which explains the last statement in Theorem A.
10The numbering 0,1,2 corresponds to the numbering ´1,´2,´3 by codimension in Appendix A.
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Figure 17. Comultiplication is a bimodule map
Proof of Theorem B. As pointed out earlier, the forward direction follows from Theorem 1.4. For
the converse, first apply the cobordism hypothesis to construct F : Bordfr3 Ñ E1pCatCq with
F p`q “ Ψ, and then apply the cobordism hypothesis with singularities to construct an exten-
sion rF : Bordfr3,B Ñ E1pCatCq whose associated boundary theory β : 1 Ñ τď2F has βp`q “ ΨΨ,
the regular left Ψ-module. The category defined in Definition 2.25 is Φ “ EndRpΨΨq. By Propo-
sition 2.23 the right adjoint to ΨΨ is HomΨpΨ,Ψq, which may be identified with ΨΨ, the regular
right Ψ-module. Hence Φ “ EndRpΨΨq – ΨΨ Ψ – Ψ. Conclude using Proposition 2.27. 
2.3.2. A basic Morita equivalence. The ` point and ´ point (Figure 5) are duals in Bordfr2 . Choose
duality data as the evaluation e : `>´ Ñ ∅0 and coevaluation c : ∅0 Ñ ´>` 1-morphisms depicted
in Figure 8. One of the “S-diagrams”
(2.33)
´
` idbcÝÝÝÝÑ ` > ´ > ` ebidÝÝÝÑ `
¯ „ÝÝÑ ´` idÝÝÑ `¯
that proves that p´, c, eq are duality data for ` is the 2-morphism of Figure 18.
Figure 18. The S-diagram (2.33)
The 1-morphism e has right and left adjoints eR, eL : ∅0 Ñ ´ > ` depicted in Figure 19. Their
construction follows the general prescription in §A.2.5; see especially Figure 25. In Bordfr2 they
are distinct and distinct from coevaluation: eR ‰ c ‰ eL. In Bordfr3 we have eL – eR since
pi1 SO3 – Z{2Z with generator a full rotation of the frame f1, f2, f3 in the f1-f2 plane. In Bordfr3
we have an isomorphism
(2.34) S1b – e ˝ eL “ EndLpeq
illustrated in Figure 20.
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Figure 19. The right and left adjoints to e
Remark 2.35. In Bordfr3 the nonbounding 3-framed circle S
1
n satisfies the isomorphism
(2.36) S1n – e ˝ c.
Figure 20. The isomorphism S1b – e ˝ eL in Bordfr2
Define the 2-framed 0-sphere as S0 “ ` > ´. Note e : S0 Ñ ∅0.
Proposition 2.37. Let F satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem A. Let Ξ be a fusion category which
is isomorphic to F pS0q. Then Ξ is Morita equivalent to F pS1b q.
Recall that a fusion category is indecomposable if it is not a nontrivial direct sum. As a prelimi-
nary we prove the following.
Lemma 2.38. Ξ is an indecomposable fusion category.
Proof. As in Remark 1.15 introduce the double theory
(2.39) |F |2 : Bordfr3 ÝÑ Fus
characterized by |F |2p`q “ Ξ – F pS0q “ F p`q bF p´q – F p`q bF p`q_. Then by Hypothesis (b)
of Theorem A, deduce that |F |2pS1b q – F pS1b qF pS1b qrev is invertible as a braided tensor category.
(Recall that the reverse of a braided tensor category is the same underlying tensor category equipped
with the inverse braiding.) On the other hand, |F |2pS1b q is the Drinfeld center of |F |2p`q – Ξ. Since
the Drinfeld center of the direct sum of tensor categories is the direct sum of the Drinfeld centers,
and a nontrivial direct sum is not invertible, it follows that Ξ is indecomposable. 
Proof of Proposition 2.37. Define
(2.40) M :“ Ξ „ÝÝÑ F pS0q F peqÝÝÝÝÑ 1,
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where 1 “ F p∅q “ VectC P Fus Ă C is the tensor unit. Since Fus Ă C is a full subcategory, M is a
1-morphism in Fus. By (2.34) and (2.20) we have the categorical equivalences
(2.41)
F pS1b q »cat F
`
EndLpeq˘
»cat EndL
`
F peq˘
»cat EndΞpMq.
The last assertion of Corollary 2.18 implies that (2.41) is an equivalence of tensor categories.
To conclude the proof of Proposition 2.37 we must show that M is a faithful right Ξ-module.
According to the remark after [EGNO, Definition 7.12.9], this follows from Lemma 2.38 since F peq is
nonzero by virtue of being part of the duality data between F p`q and F p´q. 
2.3.3. The theory TΦ and Theorem A. Since Φ is a fusion category, as in (1.5) the cobordism
hypothesis produces
(2.42) TΦ : Bord
fr
3 ÝÑ Fus,
a theory of Turaev-Viro type with TΦp`q “ Φ. Then TΦpS1b q is the Drinfeld center
(2.43) Z
`
Φ
˘ “ EndT pS0q`Φ˘,
where TΦpS0q “ TΦp`q TΦp´q » Φ Φmo. (Here Φmo is the monoidal opposite to the monoidal
category Φ, which is its dual in Fus.) We identify
(2.44) TΦ – EndRpβq
as algebra objects in the 2-category of symmetric monoidal functors Bordfr2 Ñ ΩC “ FSCat.
Figure 21. The bordisms b´ and b˘
Let b´ : ∅Ñ ´ be the dual to bR`, obtained by reversing the double-headed arrow; see §2.1.5 and
Figure 21. Let b˘ “ b` > b´. Then the proof of [JS, Proposition 7.10] implies that βp´q – rF pb´q.
Define the composition
(2.45) N : 1
rF pb˘qÝÝÝÝÝÑ F pS0q „ÝÝÑ Ξ.
Notice rF pb˘q “ βpS0q. As in the proof of Proposition 2.37, N is a 1-morphism in Fus. Apply (2.44)
and (2.20) to deduce an equivalence of tensor categories
(2.46) TΦpS0q – EndRpNq – EndΞpNq.
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Lemma 2.47. The left Ξ-module category N provides a Morita equivalence Ξ
„ÝÝÑ TΦpS0q.
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 2.37, it suffices to show that N is nonzero. But βpS0q “
βp`q b βp´q, so if N “ 0 then so too βp`q “ 0, and then the cobordism hypothesis would
imply β “ 0, which contradicts the hypothesis in Theorem A that β is nonzero. 
Figure 22. The equivalence (2.49)
Lemma 2.48. There is an equivalence of categories
(2.49) Φ »cat M Ξ N.
Proof. Compare Figure 11 and Figure 22 and apply rF to deduce (2.49). 
Since the
`
Ξ, TΦpS0q
˘
-bimoduleN is invertible—by Lemma 2.47 it induces a Morita equivalence—
from Lemma 2.48 we deduce that tensoring with idN induces a tensor equivalence
(2.50) α : EndΞpMq  idNÝÝÝÝÝÑ EndTΦpS0q
`
Φ
˘
.
By (2.41) and (2.43) this is a tensor equivalence
(2.51) α : F pS1b q ÝÑ TΦpS1b q,
since TΦpS1b q is the Drinfeld center of Φ. To complete the proof of Theorem A we need the following.
Lemma 2.52. α is a braided equivalence.
Proof. We have already proved that α is a tensor equivalence; it remains to verify the condition
that α preserve the braiding. Lemma 2.47 states that the
`
Ξ, TΦpS0q
˘
-bimodule N induces an
isomorphism11 Ξ Ñ TΦpS0q in Fus. By the cobordism hypothesis this induces an isomorphism
(2.53) θ : F d
„ÝÝÑ T dΦ
of topological field theories Bordfr3 Ñ Fus, where F dp`q “ Ξ and T dΦp`q “ TΦpS0q – Φ  Φmo.
(F d is essentially the double theory of Remark 1.15.) Let rF d : Bordfr3,B Ñ Fus be the extension
of F d with boundary theory βd characterized by
(2.54) βdp`q : 1 βpS0qÝÝÝÝÝÑ F pS0q „ÝÝÑ Ξ.
11Our conventions are that N is a 1-morphism TΦpS0q Ñ Ξ, but in this proof we use categories of right modules
rather than left modules, and so the convention applies oppositely.
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Repeat the arguments of §2.3.2 and §2.3.3 for rF d: introduce Ξd “ Ξ  Ξmo, the right Ξd-module
Md “ F dpeq, the left Ξd-module Nd “ βdpS0q, and the tensor equivalence
(2.55) αd : F dpS1b q
 id
NdÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ T dΦpS1b q.
We have Md “ M M 1 and Nd “ N  N 1, where the primed Ξmo-modules are computed in the
theory whose value on ` is F p´q. Hence in the doubled theories (2.49) becomes
(2.56) Φ Φmo »cat pM M 1q ΞΞop pN N 1q,
and αd tensors with idNN 1 . Since tensoring with N is the isomorphism (2.53) of theories, it follows
that the induced map on Drinfeld centers is (2.55), i.e., αd “ θpS1b q. Therefore, αd is a braided
tensor functor, and then so too is its restriction to
(2.57) F pS1b q “ F pS1b q 1 Ă F pS1b q F pS1b qrev Ă F dpS1b q.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.52, and so too of Theorem A. 
For the remainder of this section we put in force the stronger hypotheses that each 2-category
of 1-morphisms in C admits finite colimits, and that these colimits are preserved by composition of
1-morphisms. This allows the relative tensor products used in the sequel.
Proof of Theorem A1. By the preceding it suffices to prove that F is isomorphic to TΦ, and by the
cobordism hypothesis it suffices to construct an isomorphism F p`q Ñ Φ in C. Consider
(2.58) Φ
ΦΦÝÝÝÑ 1 βp`qÝÝÝÝÑ F p`q,
where ΦΦ is the regular right Φ-module. The fusion category Φ “ βp`qR ˝ βp`q acts on ΦΦ on the
left and on βp`q on the right. Define g : Φ Ñ F p`q as the “relative tensor product”
(2.59) g “ βp`q ˝Φ ΦΦ
of these actions; it is a finite colimit in C
`
Φ, F p`q˘. Similarly, define h : F p`q Ñ Φ as
(2.60) h “ ΦΦ ˝Φ βp`qR.
We claim that g and h are inverse isomorphisms. First,
(2.61)
h ˝ g “ ΦΦ ˝Φ βp`qR ˝ βp`q ˝Φ ΦΦ
“ ΦΦ ˝Φ Φ ˝Φ ΦΦ
“ ΦΦΦ
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is the pΦ,Φq-bimodule which represents idΦ. In the other direction,
(2.62)
g ˝ h “ βp`q ˝Φ ΦΦ ˝ ΦΦ ˝Φ βp`qR
“ βp`q ˝Φ βp`qR
as an endomorphism of F p`q. By duality, transpose g ˝ h to a 1-morphism
(2.63) pg ˝ hqT : 1 ÝÑ F p`q b F p´q “ F pS0q.
Then g ˝ h “ idF p`q if and only if pg ˝ hqT is the coevaluation of a duality pairing between F p`q
and F p´q. Recalling the remark before (2.45), we compute
(2.64) pg ˝ hqT “ βpS0q ˝ΦΦmo Φ,
which is the composition
(2.65) 1
TΦpcqÝÝÝÝÝÑ TΦpS0q NÝÝÝÑ„ Ξ ÝÝÝÑ„ F pS
0q.
Here we use Lemma 2.47, which implies that N : TΦpS0q Ñ Ξ is an isomorphism. Also, recall that
c is coevaluation in Bordfr3 (Figure 18). Hence (2.64) is the desired coevaluation map. 
3. Application to physics
A quantum mechanical system S is gapped if its minimum energy is an eigenvalue of finite
multiplicity of the Hamiltonian, assumed bounded below, and is an isolated point of the spectrum.
This notion generalizes to a relativistic quantum field theory if we understand ‘spectrum’ to mean
the spectrum of representations of the translation group of Minkowski spacetime. A basic question:
(3.1) Does a gapped system S admit a gapped boundary theory?
We argue heuristically that Theorems A and A1 gives an obstruction for certain p2`1q-dimensional
systems. We remark that the chiral WZW model is a gapless boundary theory for Chern-Simons
theory [W2], so at least for these systems a gapless boundary theory exists.
We reduce (3.1) to a question in topological field theory by application of the following two
heuristic physics principles:
(1) the phase of a quantum system is determined by its low energy behavior;
(2) the low energy physics of a gapped quantum system is well-approximated by a topological˚
field theory.
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For now we ignore the ‘˚’ in ‘topological˚’. Principle (1) seems incontrovertible, though unproved,
whereas (2) is more problematic. For example, certain “fracton” lattice systems seem to have no
continuum limit. Nonetheless, (2) appears to hold in many important cases; we simply assume it
here. Applying these principles to both the bulk and boundary systems, the general problem (3.1)
reduces to a question in topological field theory: Does a topological field theory F admit a nonzero
boundary theory β?
Remark 3.2. We suspect that the answer to (3.1) depends only on the phase of S, that is, its path
component in a putative moduli stack of gapped systems.
We now explain the ‘˚’ in ‘topological˚’ by means of an example that is a main focus of interest.
The starting point is a quantum field theory, though one can imagine a lattice model in its place.
Namely, let S be p2` 1q-dimensional Yang-Mills theory with a nondegenerate Chern-Simons term.
The latter gives the gauge field a mass, which means that the system is gapped. Its low energy
physics is thought to be well-approximated by a pure Chern-Simons theory Γ. Observe that S in its
Wick-rotated form is a theory of manifolds equipped with an orientation and Riemannian metric. In
other words, it is a functor on a geometric bordism category of oriented Riemannian manifolds. The
naive expectation is that Γ is a functor on the same bordism category, and this is the case. In fact,
as discussed by Witten [W1, §2], the dependence on the Riemannian metric is mild: “locally” Γ is
the tensor product of a topological field theory F and an invertible non-topological field theory αc,
where c P R is the central charge. More precisely, the pullback of Γ to the bordism category of
3-framed Riemannian manifolds splits as Γ – F b αc. The theory F is topological—it does not
depend on a Riemannian metric. It is an example of an RT theory as described in §1. The invertible
dependence of Γ on the metric through αc is the ‘
˚’ in ‘topological˚’.
The invertible theory α1 descends to a theory α
SO
1 with domain the bordism category of oriented
Riemannian manifolds. Its partition function on a closed oriented Riemannian 3-manifold X is the
exponentiated η-invariant expp2piiηX{2q, where ηX P R{2Z is the secondary invariant associated to
the signature operator [APS]. The deformation class of αSO1 is a generator of the abelian group
rMTSO,Σ4IZs of invertible theories, and at least conjecturally it can be constructed using gener-
alized differential cohomology. (We refer to [FH, F2] for notation and details.) The deformation
class of the lift α1 of α
SO
1 to 3-framed manifolds vanishes, since
(3.3) rMTSO,Σ4IZs ÝÑ rS0,Σ4IZs
is the zero map. In terms of the differential cohomology construction, the equivalence class of α1
belongs to the subgroup of topologically trivial theories, so is defined by a universal 3-form: one-
third the “gravitational Chern-Simons term”. Then for any c P R, the family αtc, 0 ď t ď 1, is an
explicit deformation of the trivial theory to αc. Put differently, it is a “nonflat trivialization” of the
truncation τď2αc.12 In other words, αc is equipped with a canonical boundary theory. Therefore,
topological˚ boundary theories for Γ correspond to topological boundary theories for F .
Theorems A and A1 give an obstruction to the existence of a nonzero topological boundary theory
for F : the theory F must be of Turaev-Viro type. If not, then the heuristics in this section suggest
12An example of a nonflat trivialization is a not-necessarily-flat section of a circle bundle with connection. The
notion of nonflat trivialization should be part of an axiomatization of families of field theories.
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that there are no gapped boundary theories for Yang-Mills plus Chern-Simons, nor for a lattice
system meant to represent the same phase. It would be interesting to construct a gapped boundary
theory for Yang-Mills plus Chern-Simons in case F is of Turaev-Viro type.
Remark 3.4. One implicit assumption in Principle (2) is that a gapped quantum system exhibits
relativistic invariance in the long-range approximation. The Wick-rotated manifestation is the fact
that the domain bordism category is made from manifolds whose tangential structure does not
break O3 further than the subgroup SO3. In particular, a 3-framing breaks relativistic invariance.
Here the 3-framing is introduced to isolate the metric dependence of Γ to the invertible theory αc;
the physically relevant theory has SO3-invariance.
Appendix A. Bordism Multicategories
In this appendix we give the precise definitions behind the descriptions in §2.1 and the pictures
throughout §2. Complete constructions of the bordism multicategory appear in [CS, AF] among
other references. In these approaches an object or morphism is equipped with a global map to a
cube or stratified ball, and this data is used to define composition laws. Our limited goal here is to
define objects and morphisms in Bordn with minimal data localized at the boundary ; they too lead
to composition laws, though we do not pursue the latter.13 Underlying a bordism is a manifold
with corners, so we begin with a quick review in §A.1. Then in §A.2 we specify the additional data
required for a morphism in the bordism multicategory. A similar discussion is in [CS, §8.1], based
in part on [La]. We incorporate “colored boundaries”—morphisms in Bordn,B—in §A.3.
A.1. Manifolds with corners
There are several definitions and a long history of the subject of manifolds with corners, both of
which are reviewed in Joyce [J]. He develops the theory in detail, and we defer to his paper and
the references therein for details.
Fix k P Zě0. A neighborhood of a point in a smooth k-manifold is modeled by an open set in
real affine space Ak. Similarly, a neighborhood of a point in a k-manifold with corners is modeled
by an open set in
(A.1) Akď0 “
!
px1, . . . , xkq P Ak : xi ď 0
)
.
The usual notions of chart and atlas generalize accordingly. A point x “ px1, . . . , xkq P Akď0 has
depth j P Zě0 if precisely j of its coordinates vanish. The depth is invariant under diffeomorphism
of open sets in Akď0, so is a well-defined function
(A.2) depth: M ÝÑ Zě0
13Nor do we specify collaring data which would give a smooth structure on compositions.
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on a manifold M with corners. For j P t0, . . . , ku, let M˚´j Ă M denote the pk ´ jq-manifold of
points in M of depth j, and let M´j Ă M be the closure of M˚´j . If the maximum value of (A.2)
is d P t0, . . . , ku, we say M is a manifold with corners of depth ď d and we call d the depth of M .
If d “ 1, then M is a manifold with boundary. There is a canonical filtering and partition
(A.3)
M “M0 ĄM´1 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ĄM´d
“ M˚0 > M˚´1 > ¨ ¨ ¨ > M˚´d
A face of M is the closure of a component of M˚´1.
The tangent space TmM to M at m PM is a k-dimensional real vector space. If m has depth j,
then there are j transverse hyperplanes H1, . . . ,Hj Ă TmM and orientations of the lines TmM{Hi:
the positively oriented direction leads out of M .
Variant definitions of ‘manifold with corners’ include global constraints and/or data in addition
to the local normal form. For example, one might require that every point of depth j lie in j distinct
faces. The bigon in Figure 23 satisfies this condition, whereas the teardrop does not. There are
more stringent possible global specifications; see [J, Remark 2.11] and the references therein. The
extra data we introduce in §A.2 to define a morphism in a bordism multicategory endows the
underlying manifold with corners with the data/constraints to be of these more restricted types.
Figure 23. A bigon (a) and a teardrop (b)
There are two distinct notions of the boundary of a manifold with corners. For our purposes we
define BM “M´1 as the closed subset of points of positive depth. This is not generally a manifold
with corners, as Figure 23 illustrates. However, there is a “blow up” which surjects onto BM and
which is a manifold with corners; see [J, Definition 2.6].
A.2. k-morphisms in Bordn
A.2.1. The definition. Fix n P Zą0. For k P t0, . . . , nu we specify the data of a k-morphism
in Bordn. (For k “ 0 it is an object in Bordn.) Tangential structures are introduced in §A.2.4.
Definition A.4. Fix n, k as above and suppose d P t0, . . . , ku. Let X be a compact k-dimensional
manifold with corners of depth ď d. The data of a k-morphism of depth d on X are:
(i) if d ě 1, closed pk ´ dq-manifolds X0´d, X1´d, not both empty;
(ii) if d ě 2, recursively for j “ d ´ 1, d ´ 2, . . . , 1 compact pk ´ jq-manifolds X0´j , X1´j with
corners of depth ď d´ j equipped with diffeomorphisms
(A.5) ϕδ´j : X0´pj`1q Y r0, 1s ˆ
!
X0´pj`2q >X1´pj`2q
)
Y X1´pj`1q ÝÑ BpXδ´jq, δ P t0, 1u,
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where the unions are along t0u ˆ tX0´pj`2q > X1´pj`2qu and t1u ˆ tX0´pj`2q > X1´pj`2qu, re-
spectively;
(iii) if d ě 1, a diffeomorphism
(A.6) ϕ0 : X
0´1 Y r0, 1s ˆ
 
X0´2 >X1´2
( Y X1´1 ÝÑ BX,
where the unions are along t0u ˆ tX0´2 >X1´2u and t1u ˆ tX0´2 >X1´2u, respectively; and
(iv) if k ď n´ 1, locally constant functions ´i : X Ñ t˘1u, i P t1, . . . , n´ ku.
Figure 24. A 2-morphism of depth 2
Remark A.7.
(1) See Figure 24 for an example of a 2-morphism of depth 2. In that example X0´2 consists of
two points, X1´2 “ ∅0 is the empty 0-manifold, and X0´1 « X1´1 are closed intervals.
(2) To interpret (A.5) for j “ d´ 1, set Xδ´pd`1q “ ∅, δ P t0, 1u.
(3) We tell the geometric meaning of ´i below.
(4) In the categorical interpretation, X is a k-morphism with source and target the empty
i-manifold ∅i, i P t0, . . . , k ´ d ´ 1u; and source and target i-morphisms X0´pk´iq, X1´pk´iq,
respectively, i P tk ´ d, . . . , k ´ 1u.
(5) If d ě 1, the embeddings ϕδ´j , ϕ0, j P t1, . . . , d´ 1u, δ P t0, 1u, combine to embeddings
(A.8) ψδ´j : r0, 1sj´1 ˆXδ´j ÝÑ BX, j P t1, . . . , du, δ P t0, 1u.
For j P t1, . . . , d ´ 1u let ψ˚δ´j denote the restriction of ψδ´j to r0, 1sj´1 ˆ X˚δ´j , and set
ψ˚δd “ ψδd. Then BX is the disjoint union of the images of ψ˚δ´j , j P t1, . . . , du, δ P t0, 1u.
Heuristically, the bordism is “constant” on ψ˚δ´j
`r0, 1sj´1 ˆ txu˘, x P X˚δ´j .
(6) The pictures in §2 are of 1- and 2-morphisms of various depths. The images of the embed-
dings (A.8) for j “ 2 are depicted as dashed edges, as described in §2.1.2.
A.2.2. The tangent filtration. The structure described in Definition A.4 has a tangential implica-
tion. Namely, let X be a k-morphism of depth d, and suppose x P BX. Choose the unique j, δ
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and t1, . . . , tj´1 P r0, 1s, x˚ P X˚δ´j such that x “ ψ˚δ´jpt1, . . . , tj´1; x˚q. Then TxX has a decreasing
filtration
(A.9) TxX “ Tx,0X Ą Tx,´1X Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Tx,´jX “ Tx˚X˚´j
in which
(A.10) Tx,´iX “ dψ˚δ´j
`
0i´1 ‘ Rj´i ‘ Tx˚X˚´j
˘
, i P t1, . . . , j ´ 1u.
The associated graded is a sum of real lines
(A.11) Lx,´pn´k`jq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Lx,´pn´k`1q.
Orient Lx,´pn´k`jq so that the positive direction leads into X if δ “ 0 (incoming/source morphism)
and leads out of X if δ “ 1 (outgoing/target morphism). Orient Lx,´pn´k`iq, i P t1, . . . , j ´ 1u, so
that the positive direction points towards increasing tj´i. The orientations are constant over the
image of ψ˚δ´j . Moreover, Definition A.4(ii) and (iii) ensure that the orientations are consistent as
we move among the images of the various ψ˚δ´j .
A.2.3. The inflated tangent bundle of a k-morphism. Define the “inflated tangent bundle”
(A.12) rTX “ R‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Rlooooomooooon
n´ k times
‘ TX ÝÑ X,
where RÑ X is the constant line bundle with fiber R. The ´i in Definition A.4(iv) are orientations
of these trivial line bundles: ´i “ 1 is the canonical orientation and ´i “ ´1 its opposite. The
orientations of the line bundles in (A.11) and the ´i are the “arrows of time” discussed in §2.1.1.
Remark A.13.
(1) The index i in ´i and Lx,´i is the codimension of the relevant morphism.
(2) For the 2-morphisms of various depths depicted in Figure 24 and in §2, in Bord2 the single-
headed arrows correspond to codimension i “ 1 and the double-headed arrows correspond
to codimension i “ 2. In Bord3 the indexing should be shifted to ´3, ´2, and ´1, though
in §2 we implicitly use indices ´2, ´1, and 0 instead.
(3) Fix i P t1, . . . , nu. Then the ith duality discussed in §2.1.5 flips the value of ´i or the
orientation of Lx,´i, at most one of which is defined for each k-morphism.
(4) In Figure 24 the arrows of time on X0´2, drawn on the upper right of the figure, only have
meaning relative to a fixed standard horizontal/vertical basis of R2, the tangent space to
the plane of the paper or screen; then we deduce the values of ´1, ´2. Similarly for the
single-headed arrow of time in Xδ´1, δ P t0, 1u on the right hand side of Figure 24.
Definition A.14. Equip each Xδ´j , j P t1, . . . , du, δ P t0, 1u, with the structure of a pk ´ jq-
morphism of depth d´ j as follows. Set ´pn´k`jq “ ´pn´k`j´1q “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ´pn´k`1q “ 1 and choose
´pn´kq, . . . , ´1 to agree with the values for X.
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A.2.4. Tangential structures. Let ρn : Xn Ñ BGLnR be a continuous map. The choice of classify-
ing map X Ñ BGLnR for the inflated tangent bundle rTX Ñ X of a k-dimensional manifold X with
corners, k ď n, is a contractible choice we assume given. Then a tangential structure of type ρn is
a lift of that classifying map to Xn. We can use rigid models instead, such as for orientations, spin
structures, or n-framings. An isomorphism X 1 Ñ X of manifolds with corners is a diffeomorphism
Φ: X 1 Ñ X together with a linear isomorphism rTX 1 Ñ Φ˚ rTX and a homotopy of the tangential
structure on X 1 to the pullback of the tangential structure on X. If rigid models are employed, the
homotopy may be replaced by a more rigid alternative, which may be a combination of conditions
and data.
There is a variant of Definition A.4 for tangential structures of type ρn: each manifold X
δ´j
with corners is equipped with a tangential structure and the diffeomorphisms ϕδ´j , ϕ0 are lifted to
isomorphisms in the sense of the previous paragraph. The tangential structure on r0, 1sˆY is taken
to be that on Y , extended to be constant along the r0, 1s-direction. An isomorphism Φ: X 1 Ñ X
of k-morphisms of depth d is an isomorphism X 1 Ñ X of manifolds with corners and tangential
structures, required to commute with 1´ i, ´i; and a collection of isomorphisms pX 1qδ´j Ñ Xδ´j of
manifolds with corners and tangential structures, compatible with pϕ1qδ´j , ϕδ´j and ϕ10, ϕ0.
A.2.5. Duals and adjoints. An object in Bordn is a finite set of points X and arrow-of-time
functions ´i : X Ñ t˘1u, i P t1, . . . , nu; the tangential structure, if present, is on the trivial
vector bundle X ˆ Rn. The dual object X_ consists of the same data, but with ´n replaced
with ´´n. Evaluation and coevaluation morphisms are constructed from r0, 1s ˆX; see Figure 8.
More generally, a closed k-manifold X adorned with functions ´i : X Ñ t0, 1u, i P t1, . . . , n´ ku,
is an object in Ωk Bordn. Its dual replaces ´pn´kq with ´´pn´kq.
If 1 ď k ď n´1, then a k-morphismX in Bordn has both a right adjointXR and a left adjointXL.
We specify data14 for these objects XA, where A “ R for the right adjoint and A “ L for the left
adjoint. Define XA “ X as a manifold with corners. Set pXAqδ´j “ Xδ´j for j P t2, . . . , du, δ P t0, 1u;
and set A´i “ ´i for i P t1, . . . , n´ ku. Reverse the arrows of time on the codimension one strata:
set pXAqδ´1 “ X1´δ´1 for δ P t0, 1u. Construct diffeomorphisms pϕAqδ´j , ϕA0 from the corresponding
diffeomorphisms in the data of X. For unoriented bordisms that is a complete specification of XA;
in particular, right and left adjoints agree. If a tangential structure is present, define a tangential
structure on XA according to the following procedure. Choose collar neighborhoods
(A.15)
cpXAq0´1 « r0, 1q ˆ pXAq0´1
cpXAq1´1 « p´1, 0s ˆ pXAq1´1
and let t be the coordinate in the intervals r0, 1q, p´1, 0s. In the collar the tangent bundle splits
off a trivial line bundle:
(A.16) T
`
cpXAqδ´1
˘ – R´pn´k`1q ‘ T pXAqδ´1.
14The triple consisting of XA, a unit, and a counit, is unique up to unique isomorphism in an appropriate 2-
category truncation of Bordn. Here we define X
A and only give an indication of the construction of the unit and
counit of the adjunctions.
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Orient the summand R´pn´k`1q according to the opposite of the orientation of L´pn´k`1q in (A.11),
with which it is identified at t “ 0. In other words, orient it according to the arrow of time in XA.
Let R´pn´kq denote the trivial summand in the inflated tangent bundle (A.12) that corresponds to
codimension n´ k; it is oriented according to ´pn´kq. Let
(A.17) V “ R´pn´k`1q ‘ R´pn´kq
with its direct sum orientation; V is a direct summand of the inflated tangent bundle rT `cpXAqδ´1˘ in
the collar. Transport the tangential structure from X to XA as follows. At t “ 0 transport via the
hyperplane reflection ´ id‘ id on (A.16): flip the sign on R´pn´k`1q. Moving in the collars (A.15)
in XA from t “ 0 to t “ p´1qδ{2 transport via a path of rotations in V which begins at idV and
ends at ´ idV and turns15
(A.18)
!
counterclockwise
clockwise
)
according as A “
!
R
L
)
.
For |t| ě 1{2 in the collar and also outside the collar, transport the tangential structure from X
to XA via the hyperplane reflection in the extended tangent bundle which flips the sign on R´pn´kq.
Figure 25. Right and left adjoints of evaluation in Bordfr2
Figure 25, a reworking of Figure 8, illustrates the right and left adjoints of the evaluation map
e : ` >´ Ñ ∅0 in Bordfr2 . In these figures the single-headed red arrows indicate the orientation ´1
and the double-headed red arrows the orientation of L´2, determined by whether a boundary
component is incoming or outgoing. The counterclockwise vs. clockwise specification (A.18) can be
checked in four adjunctions: eA as an adjoint of e and e as an adjoint of eA, each for A “ R,L.
Remark A.19. A useful isomorphic representative of XA is obtained via the identity diffeomor-
phism of XA, lifted to the inflated tangent bundle rTXA as the hyperplane reflection which is ´ id
on R´pn´kq. This is illustrated by the diffeomorphisms in Figure 25, under which both the framings
and arrows of time have been transported.
15Counterclockwise rotation turns the positive direction in the first summand of (A.17) towards the positive
direction in the second summand.
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Figure 26. The first move towards a counit X ˝XR Ñ id
The units and counits of the adjunctions may be constructed in two stages, which we now sketch.
The first step for the counit X˝XR Ñ id is illustrated in Figure 26. Glue pXRq1´1 to X0´1 “ pXRq1´1
by adjoining a cylinder; then the tangential structures are such that we can push along a 2-disk
in the direction of the vector space V in (A.17) to construct a pk ` 1q-dimensional bordism which
eliminates the cylinder and the collared neighborhoods of those boundary components. For the
second stage, choose a Morse function f : XR z cpXRq1´1 Ñ r0, 1q with f´1p0q “ pXRq0´1, and use
2´ f as a Morse function on XzcX0´1. Do surgeries to cancel corresponding critical points and so
produce the desired pk`1q-dimensional bordism to the identity k-morphism (cylinder) on pXRq0´1.
See Figure 10 for an example of a unit and counit, though with trivial second stage.
A.3. k-morphisms in Bordn,B
A.3.1. The definition. The bordism multicategory with boundary theory Bordn,B is an extension
of Bordn. The boundary BX of a k-morphism of depth d has a distinguished subset B´1, the
“colored” subset of §2.1.6. There are many variations of this construction, which for example allow
for multiple boundary theories and domain walls. (We use two boundary theories in the proof of
Lemma 2.28.)
Definition A.20. Fix n P Zą0, k P t0, . . . , nu and d P t0, . . . , ku. Let X be a compact k-
dimensional manifold with corners of depth ď d. The data of a k-morphism of depth d in Bordn,B
on X are:
(i) if d ě 2, closed pk ´ dq-manifolds X0´d, X1´d, B0´d, B1´d, not all empty;
(ii) if d ě 3, recursively for j “ d´1, d´2, . . . , 2 compact pk´jq-manifolds X0´j , X1´j , B0´j , B1´j
with corners of depth ď d´ j equipped with diffeomorphisms
(A.21)
ϕδ´j : X0´pj`1q Y r0, 1s ˆ
!
X0´pj`2q >X1´pj`2q
)
Y X1´pj`1q Y Bδ´pj`1q ÝÑ BpXδ´jq,
βδ´j : B0´pj`1q Y r0, 1s ˆ
!
B0´pj`2q >B1´pj`2q
)
Y B1´pj`1q ÝÑ BpBδ´jq,
for δ P t0, 1u;
(iii) if d ě 1, compact pk´ 1q-manifolds X0´1, X1´1, B´1 with corners of depth ď d´ 1 equipped
with diffeomorphisms
(A.22)
ϕδ´1 : X0´2 Y r0, 1s ˆ
 
X0´3 >X1´3
( Y X1´2 Y Bδ´2 ÝÑ BpXδ´1q
β´1 : B0´2 Y r0, 1s ˆ
 
B0´3 >B1´3
( Y B1´2 ÝÑ BpB´1q,
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for δ P t0, 1u;
(iv) if d ě 1, a diffeomorphism
(A.23) ϕ0 : X
0´1 Y r0, 1s ˆ
 
X0´2 >X1´2
( Y X1´1 Y B´1 ÝÑ BX; and
(v) if k ď n´ 1, locally constant functions ´i : X Ñ t˘1u, i P t1, . . . , n´ ku.
Figure 27. A 2-morphism of depth 2 and a 3-morphism of depth 3
Remark A.24. As in Remark A.7(2), set Xδ´pd`1q “ Bδ´pd`1q “ Bδ´pd`2q “ ∅, δ P t0, 1u. The
categorical interpretation of the bordism described in Remark A.7(3) is still valid. The embed-
dings (A.8) still exist, but now the embeddings ψ˚δ´j do not cover BX. Rather, the embeddings
βδ´j , β´1, j P t2, . . . , d´ 1u, δ P t0, 1u, combine to embeddings
(A.25) γδ´j : r0, 1sj´2 ˆBδ´j ÝÑ B´1, j P t2, . . . , du, δ P t0, 1u.
Let γ˚δ´j be the restriction of γδ´j to r0, 1sj´2 ˆ B˚δ´j . Then BX is the disjoint union of three sets:
(i) the images of ψ˚δ´j , j P t1, . . . , du, δ P t0, 1u; (ii) the images of γ˚δ´j , j P t2, . . . , d´ 1u, δ P t0, 1u;
and (iii) the pk ´ 1q-manifold B˚´1.
A.3.2. The tangent filtration. For points x P BX in the image of one of the ψ˚δ´j , the filtra-
tion (A.9) and orientation of the lines (A.11) apply. If x P BX lies in the image of some γ˚δ´j ,
choose t1, . . . , tj´2 P r0, 1s, b˚ P B˚δ´j such that x “ γ˚δ´jpt1, . . . , tj´2; b˚q. Then TxX has a decreasing
filtration
(A.26) TxX “ Tx,0X Ą Tx,´1X Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą Tx,´pj´1qX Ą Tx,´jX “ Tx˚B˚´j
in which
(A.27)
Tx,´1X “ TxB´1,
Tx,´iX “ d˚γδ´j
`
0i´2 ‘ Rj´i ‘ Tx˚B˚´j
˘
, i P t2, . . . , ju.
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The associated graded is a sum of real lines
(A.28) Lx,´pn´k`jq ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Lx,´pn´k`1q.
Orient Lx,´pn´k`jq so that the positive direction leads into X. (This is for a boundary theory
1 Ñ τď2F ; for boundary theories τď2F Ñ 1 choose the opposite orientation.) Orient Lx,´pn´k`j´1q
so that the positive direction leads into B´1 if δ “ 0 and leads out of B´1 if δ “ 1. Orient
Lx,´pn´k`jq, i P t1, . . . , j ´ 2u, so that the positive direction points towards increasing tj´1´i.
These orientations—arrows of time—can be omitted (as in §2) since they can be deduced from the
arrows of time on the rest of BX.
A.3.3. Tangential structures. Finally, any n-dimensional tangential structure is constrained at
points x P B´1 Ă BX: it reduces to an pn´1q-dimensional tangential structure on Tx,´1X “ TxB´1.
Appendix B. Internal Duals
We describe here an abstract notion of internal duals, generalizing from a tensor category (Defi-
nition B.14) to an algebra object in a 2-category (Theorem B.18). In particular, we show that our
TFT F with nonzero boundary condition β leads to a fusion category Φ “ EndR`βp`q˘ (Defini-
tion 2.25). Since our knowledge of Φ comes from TFT calculus, we must avoid unpictorial internal
structures (for example, the use of contravariant functors such as x ÞÑ x˚) in describing internal
duality. The main application is
Theorem B.1. A tensor category which is dual to its opposite and satisfies the Frobenius condition
of Definition B.7 and the bimodule property of Proposition B.13 has internal left and right duals.
For our Φ, these conditions are checked in Lemma 2.30.
We refer to [BJS] for another discussion of rigidity and dualizability.
Remark B.2. In the setting of TFT, the conditions separate neatly into a Frobenius-bimodule
condition and an adjunction condition, reflecting two different geometric properties of a TFT with
boundary generated by an algebra object and its regular boundary conditions. The logic of our
application to Φ compels a different path; we will return to the more natural statements in a future
paper.
Let Φ,Φ_ be a dual pair of objects in a symmetric monoidal 2-category pM,q. We are mostly
interested in the categorical case when Φ,Φ_ are an opposite couple of linear categories paired by
Hom, and can even restrict to semisimple categories, but the algebra below is agnostic about that,
unless we explicitly flag it. It is convenient to denote the duality pairing Φ_  Φ Ñ 1 by writing
xξ | yy, as in the categorical case, when y P Φ, ξ P Φ_ “ Φop. This convention is symmetric under
simultaneous swapping of the arguments and of Φ with Φ_. When checking identities, conversion
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to the formalism of arrows is straightforward.16 Equalities stand for canonical isomorphisms of
1-morphisms.
Assume given an E1 structure on Φ, with strict unit η : 1 Ñ Φ and multiplication ∇ : ΦΦ Ñ Φ.
When Φ is a category and when no confusion ensues, we also write x ¨ y for ∇px, yq and 1 for the
tensor unit. The dual object Φ_ is a Φ-Φ bimodule. This bimodule is invertible, if Φ is 2-dualizable
as an algebra object, and represents then the Serre autofunctor of the (category of modules over
the) E1 object Φ.
We shall not adopt the a priori assumption of 2-dualizability here; however, we will require that
η and ∇ have right adjoints ε : Φ Ñ 1 and ∆ : Φ Ñ Φ  Φ. This condition is always met in the
categorical case, with explicit formulas for ε and for the dual functor ∆_ : Φ_  Φ_ Ñ Φ_:
(B.3) εpzq “ HomΦp1, zq; ∆_pxop  yopq “ ∇px, yqop, for x, y, z P Φ.
With this structure, Φ_ becomes a tensor category with unit 1op “ ε_p1q. More generally, the dual
object Φ_ is an E1 object with the same features as Φ: the dual arrow ∇_ defines a co-multiplication
which is right adjoint to the multiplication ∆_, and the latter has unit ε_, with right adjoint η_.
Remark B.4. This interpretation of the dual right adjoint of ∇ holds for any functor ϕ : X Ñ Y
between categories which are in duality with their opposites: namely, ϕop : Xop Ñ Y op is ϕop “
pϕRq_ “ pϕ_qL. In particular, adjoints exist. Recall also that, when X,Y are 2-dualizable, with
(additive) Serre automorphisms S`X , S
`
Y , the left and right adjoints of ϕ are related by S
`
Y ˝ ϕL “
ϕR ˝ S`X . Commuting duals with adjoints will therefore bring out additive Serre functors.
Define now the pairing B : Φ  Φ Ñ 1 as B “ ε ˝ ∇. When Φ is a category, Bpx, yq “
HomΦp1, x ¨ yq, for two general objects x, y. From B, we define a dual pair of functors, by dualizing
separately with respect to each variable:
(B.5) f, f_ : Φ Ñ Φ_, fpxq :“ Bpx,´q, f_pyq :“ Bp´, yq
Proposition B.6. f is a right, and f_ a left Φ-module morphism.
Proof. xfpx ¨ yq | zy “ B px ¨ y, zq “ εpx ¨ y ¨ zq “ Bpx, y ¨ zq “ xfpxq | y ¨ zy “ xfpxq.y | zy, so that
fpx ¨ yq “ fpxq.y, and similarly for f_. 
Definition B.7. We say that Φ satisfies the (non-symmetric) adjoint Frobenius condition when
B is a perfect pairing: that is, f and f_ are isomorphisms. If so, we define the Serre automorphism
of Φ as Sb “ pf_q´1 ˝ f.
Proposition B.8. Assume that Φ satisfies the Frobenius condition. The following natural isomor-
phisms apply:
(i) Bpx, yq “ Bpy, Sbxq. In particular, symmetry of B is equivalent to a trivialization of Sb.
(ii) f ˝ η “ f_ ˝ η “ ε_. For a category, fp1q “ f_p1q “ 1op.
(iii) As functors Φ Ñ Φ_, we have ε_.p q “ Sbp q.ε_. In the categorical case, 1op.x “ Sbpxq.1op.
16At any rate, we can reduce to the categorical case by passing to the functors onM represented by Φ,Φ_.
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(iv) Sb is naturally a tensor automorphism of Φ, and twisting the Φ-action by Sb induces the
Serre autofunctor M ÞÑ Φ_ Φ M on the 2-category of left Φ-modules.
Remark B.9. Promoting Sb to a tensor functor means equipping it with isomorphisms, compatible
with the associativity and unit laws on Φ,
Sb ˝∇ – ∇ ˝ pSb ˆ Sbq, Sb ˝ η – η;
while not evident from the expression pf_q´1 ˝ f , they do follow from Parts (i)-(iii), as in the
proof below. On the other hand, reduction of Φ_ Φ to a tensor automorphism of Φ is a formal
consequence of the isomorphy of f_.
Proof. Parts (i)-(iii) are immediate from the properties of f, f_, B; thus,
Bpx, yq “ xfpxq | yy “ xf_ ˝ Sbpxq | yy “ xfpyq |Sbpxqy for (i),
xfp1q |xy “ Bp1, xq “ εpxq “ Bpx, 1q “ xf_p1q |xy for (ii),
Sbpxq.1op “ f_ `Sbpxq˘ “ fpxq “ 1op.x for (iii).
Multiplicativity of Sb now follows:
f_
`
Sbpxyq˘ “ Sbpxyq.1op “ 1op.xy “ Sbpxq.1op.y “ Sbpxq ¨ Sbpyq.1op “ f_ `Sbpxq ¨ Sbpyq˘ ,
using categorical notation for simplicity. To complete (iv), consider the following diagram of right
Φ-modules, with left multiplication in the bottom row:
Φ Φ ∇ //
Sbf

Φ
f

Φ Φ_ // Φ_
We claim this commutes naturally. Assuming this, let us interpret the diagram: the right vertical
arrow f gives an isomorphism of the identity with the Serre autofunctor on Φ-modules, while the
left arrow exhibits the necessary intertwining twist by Sb in the left Φ-action.
Exploiting the right Φ-module structure, it suffices to check commutativity on Φ η, when this
becomes the isomorphism Sbpxq.fp1q “ fp1q.x “ fpxq, from (ii) and (iii). 
Remark B.10. The Serre functor Sb above need not agree with the additive Serre automorphism S`Φ
of Remark B.4, which is independently defined whenever the object Φ PM is 2-dualizable. However,
the two will agree for a fusion category Φ, because of its 3-dualizability. See also Remark B.19
below for a general relation between the two.
The isomorphisms f, f_ allow us to transport the structure tensors η,∇,∆, ε to a matching
structure on Φ_, denoted by overbars. Choosing either f or f_ results in isomorphic structures
on Φ_, because all structure tensors commute with Sb. Dualizing them gives a new structure
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ε¯_, ∆¯_, ∇¯_, η¯_ on Φ. We get the following diagram, in which the bottom row maps are related to
the top row maps by duality and adjunction using uniform rules, ε “ ηR,∆ “ ∇R, ε¯ “ η¯R, ∆¯ “ ∇¯R
and all ensuing relations:
(B.11)
Φ Φ ∇ ** Φ
∆
jj
ε )) 1
η
jj f
((
f_
vv
Φ Φ ∆
_ **
Φ
∇_
ii η
_ )) 1
ε_
jj
Φ_  Φ_ ∆
_ ++
Φ_∇_jj
η_ )) 1
ε_jj
Φ_  Φ_ ∇ ++ Φ_
∆
jj
ε )) 1
η
jj
The dual corners are related by the morphism f_. Because η¯ “ f ˝ η, etc., we find from Proposi-
tion B.8.ii that
Proposition B.12. In the diagram above, units and traces match in each row: η¯ “ ε_, ε¯ “ η_. 
Proposition B.13. Under the Frobenius assumption, the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The co-product ∆ is a Φ-Φ bimodule map (for the outer Φ-actions on the two Φ-factors).
(ii) The multiplication ∆_ is a Φ-Φ bimodule map (for the inner Φ-actions on the two Φ_-
factors).
(iii) The two structures on Φ in the top row of (B.11) are transpose-isomorphic.
(iv) The two structures on Φ_ in the bottom row of (B.11) are transpose-isomorphic.
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are equivalent by duality, (iii) and (iv) are so via the isomorphisms induced
by f . Note further that the diagonal arrow is compatible with the Φ-Φ bimodule structures: on the
right, because f is a right module map, an on the left, because we could equally well have used the
left module isomorphism f_ instead. In light of the matching units, which are free generators of
Φ_ over Φ, the bimodule condition determines the multiplication maps and forces the agreement
of the remaining structure maps on each row. 
Definition B.14. When Φ is a category, the internal right and left duals ˚x, x˚ of an object x P Φ
are the objects characterized (up to unique isomorphism, if they exist) by the functorial (in y, z)
identities
(B.15) Hompy ¨ x, zq “ Hompy, x˚ ¨ zq, Hompy ¨ x, zq “ Hompy, z ¨ ˚xq.
It turns out that the conditions in (B.13) force the existence of internal duals and their expression
in terms of f_ and f . To see this, we first give an abstract formulation.
Dualizing the product ∇ in the second argument gives the left multiplication map λ : Φ Ñ ΦΦ_.
In the categorical case, λpxq represents the left multiplication by x P Φ. Similarly, for the first
argument we get the right multiplication map ρ : Φ Ñ Φ  Φ_. Repeating this for ∆_ leads to
the two maps λ1, ρ1 : Φ_ Ñ Φ_  Φ. In the abusive but readable argument notation, with Greek
arguments living in Φ_,
(B.16) xλ1pξ1q | y  ξ2y “ x∆_pξ1, ξ2q | yy, xρ1pξ2q | y  ξ1y “ x∆_pξ1, ξ2q | yy.
The maps λ1, ρ1 will be the abstract versions of the ‘tensoring with duals’
xop ÞÑ pz ÞÑ x˚ ¨ zq , xop ÞÑ pz ÞÑ z ¨ ˚xq .
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Remark B.17. λ1, ρ1 are related to the op-conjugates λop, ρop : Φ_ Ñ Φ_  Φ as follows:
λ1 – pId S`Φ´1q ˝ λop, ρ1 – pId S`Φ´1q ˝ ρop
The source of the additive Serre correction S`Φ is described in Remark B.4.
Denote by τ the symmetry Φ Φ_ Ñ Φ_  Φ.
Theorem B.18. The equivalent conditions of Proposition B.13 are also equivalent to:
(i) λ1 – τ ˝ λ ˝ f´1.
(ii) ρ1 – τ ˝ ρ ˝ pf_q´1.
(iii) In the categorical case: Φ has internal left and right duals.
Proof. We check the two sides by pairing against a triple of arguments pξ1, y, ξ2q P Φ_ ˆ Φ ˆ Φ_,
leaving to the reader the unenviable task of convert this to identities between morphisms, duals
and adjoints. Having written out the left sides in (B.16) above, we start with the right side of (i):
xτ ˝ λ ˝ f´1pξ1q | y  ξ2y “ xλ ˝ f´1pξ1q | ξ2  yy “ xξ2 | f´1pξ1q ¨ yy “ xξ2.f´1pξ1q | yy
where the middle line is the definition of λ, while dot represents the right multiplication action of
f´1ξ1 upon ξ2 P Φ_. Agreement with λ1 is then equivalent to
ξ2.f
´1pξ1q “ ∆_pξ1, ξ2q;
but using the right module property of f , we have
ξ2.f
´1pξ1q “ f
“
f´1pξ2q ¨ f´1pξ1q
‰
,
thus reaching Condition (iv) in Proposition B.13.
Similarly, for the right side of (ii),
xτ ˝ ρ ˝ pf_q´1pξ2q | y  ξ1y “ xρ ˝ pf_q´1pξ2q | ξ1  yy “ xξ1 | y ¨ pf_q´1pξ2qy “ xpf_q´1pξ2q.ξ1 | yy
and identity (ii) is equivalent to
pf_q´1pξ2q.ξ1 “ ∆_pξ1, ξ2q,
which follows as before, this time from the left-module property of f_.
Finally, for Part (iii) we must convert the identities into the recognizable form (B.14). For this,
we let ξ1,2 be opposites of objects x1,2 P Φ; then, ∆_pξ1, ξ2q is the opposite object to x1 ¨ x2, and
we can rewrite
xξ2 | f´1pξ1q ¨ yy “ HomΦ
`
x2, f
´1pξ1q ¨ y
˘
,
xξ1 | y ¨ pf_q´1pξ2qy “ HomΦ
`
x1, y ¨ pf_q´1pξ2q
˘
,
x∆_pξ1, ξ2q | yy “ HomΦ px1 ¨ x2, yq
exhibiting f´1pξ1q as x1˚ and pf_q´1pξ2q as ˚x2 in Definition B.14. 
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Remark B.19. Under the assumptions of (B.13), and if, in addition, Φ is 2-dualizable, the additive
Serre functor S`Φ is related to Sb:
(B.20) S`px ¨ yq “ Sbpxq ¨ S`pyq “ S`pxq ¨ Sb´1pyq.
In particular, we have
S`pxq “ Sbpxq ¨ S`p1q “ S`p1q ¨ Sb´1pxq,
and, as the functor S` is invertible, S`p1q must be a unit. In the categorical case, Sbpxq “ x˚˚,
and the relations follow by applying Serre duality to the adjunction relations in Definition B.14.
One instance of (B.20) is when S` “ Sb “ Sb´1, which happens in the case of fusion cate-
gories [DSS], but that is not the only option. Thus, if Φ is the derived category of bounded coherent
sheaves on a projective manifold, with the obvious internal duals, the multiplicative Serre functor
Sb is the identity, while the functor S` is tensoring with the canonical line bundle.
Appendix C. Complete reducibility of fusion categories
A fusion category whose unit is simple cannot be decomposed as a direct sum, even after passing
to a Morita equivalent model: otherwise, we would split the unit. The following converse follows
easily from several statements in [EGNO], but we give a complete proof, at the price of rehashing
some basic facts. Throughout, Φ will denote a fusion category.
Theorem C.1 (Complete Reducibility). Φ is Morita equivalent to a direct sum of fusion categories
with simple unit.
Corollary C.2. Φ is Morita equivalent to a fusion category Φ0 with simple unit if and only if the
Drinfeld center of Φ is invertible.
We prove Corollary C.2 at the end of the appendix.
We break up the proof of Theorem C.1 into small steps. Let 1 “ ři pi be the decomposition of
the unit of Φ into simple objects. Call an object x self-adjoint if it is isomorphic with x˚.
Lemma C.3. Each pi is a self-adjoint projector: pi˚ – pi, p2i – pi, Endppiq “ C. In addition,
pipj “ 0 if i ‰ j.
Proof. We have pi “ pi ¨ 1 “ řj pipj , so pipj “ 0 except for a single j, when it equals pi. On
the other hand, pj “ 1 ¨ pj “ řk pkpj , but the sum contains pipj “ pi, so pi “ pj , proving the
multiplicative claims. Further, 1˚ “ 1, and pi˚ pi ‰ 0 because Homp1, pi˚ piq “ Endppiq ‰ 0, so we
must have pi˚ – pi. 
Lemma C.3 gives a “matrix decomposition” of Φ as
Φ –à
i,j
pi ¨ Φ ¨ pj “:
à
i,j
Φij ,
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with fusion categories Φii having simple units pi on the diagonal, Φii-Φjj bimodule categories Φij
(identified with Φopji under internal duality), and multiplication compatible with matrix calculus:
Φij ˆ Φjl Ñ Φil, Φij ¨ Φkl “ 0 if j ‰ k.
The equivalence classes of indices generated by the condition Φij ‰ 0 gives a direct sum decom-
position of Φ, matching the block-decomposition of the matrix. Call Φ indecomposable if a single
block is present. We claim that an indecomposable Φ is Morita equivalent to any of its diagonal
entries, selecting Φ11 for our argument.
The equivalence is induced by the first row and the first column of Φ: the Φ11-Φ bimodule
R :“Ài Φ1i and the Φ-Φ11 bimodule C :“Àj Φj1. We check it in the following two lemmata.
Lemma C.4. The multiplication map R Φ C Ñ Φ11 is an equivalence of Φ11-Φ11 bimodule
categories.
Proof. We have Φ Φ Φ “ Φ, and splitting the left factor Φ into its rows Ri and the right factor
into its columns Cj gives a direct sum decomposition of Φ as RiΦCj . Examining the action of the
projectors pk, on Ri on the left and on Cj on the right, identifies this with the Φij decomposition
of Φ. 
Lemma C.5. The multiplication map µ : C Φ11 R Ñ Φ is an equivalence of Φ-Φ bimodule
categories.
The proof of this direction requires some preliminary facts.
Lemma C.6 (Linearity of adjoints). The adjoints ϕL, ϕR of an Φ-linear map ϕ : M Ñ N between
right or left finite semisimple17 Φ-module categories have a natural Φ-linear structure.
Proof. Choosing left modules and the right adjoint, we write a functorial isomorphism
HomM
`
m,ϕRpx.nq˘ “ HomM `m,x.ϕRpnq˘
by rewriting the left side as
HomN pϕpmq;x.nq “ HomN p˚x.ϕpmq;nq “ HomM pϕp˚x.mq, nq “ HomM
`˚x.m,ϕRpnq˘
and finish by moving x back to the right. The other cases are similar. 
Lemma C.7. If N “ Φ above, then ϕ ˝ ϕLp1q is self-adjoint in Φ.
Proof. Let hpx, yq :“ dim Hompx; yq. In our semisimple case, hpx, yq “ hpy, xq, as we are only
counting multiplicities of simple objects. Moreover, x is determined up to isomorphism by its
multiplicities, so x is self-adjoint iff hpx, yq “ hpx˚, yq for all y; the latter is also hpx, y˚q. We show
this for x “ ϕ ˝ ϕLp1q:
hpx, y˚q “ hpy ¨ x,1q “ hpϕ ˝ ϕLpyq,1q “ hp1, ϕ ˝ ϕLpyqq
“ hpϕLp1q, ϕLpyqq “ hpϕLpyq, ϕLp1qq “ hpy, ϕ ˝ ϕLp1qq “ hpx, yq. 
17We only use semisimplicity here to ensure the existence of adjoints.
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Lemma C.8. In Lemma C.3, every self-adjoint projector $ is isomorphic to a sum of distinct pi.
Proof. Let $ “ p` x, where p collects all the pi appearing in $. Writing the relation $2 – $ as
p` x – p2 ` p ¨ x` x ¨ p` x2,
we see that each pi appears at most once, otherwise its multiplicity in p
2 exceeds the one in p.
Moreover, an isomorphism x – x˚ gives an identification Homp1, x2q “ Endpxq, while Homp1, xq “
0 by assumption; comparing left and right sides shows that Endpxq “ 0 and therefore x “ 0. 
Proof of Lemma C.5. Writing B for the Φ-Φ bimodule category CΦ11 R, Lemma C.4 implies that
B Φ B – B, µ-compatibly with the identification Φ Φ Φ “ Φ. The left adjoint µL is also a
bimodule map, by Lemma C.6, and is similarly idempotent, µL  µL – µL. Then, µ ˝ µL is an
idempotent bimodule endomorphism of Φ. It is the multiplication by the object p :“ µ ˝ µLp1q —
on the left, or on the right — which must then be a projector in Φ. Moreover, p self-adjoint by
Lemma C.7. Lemma C.8 identifies it as a sum of pi. If p fl 1, it would split the image Φ ¨ p – p ¨Φ
as a block of Φ, contradicting indecomposability.
It follows that µ˝µL – IdΦ, splitting B into Φ and a complementary bimodule. But the relation
B Φ B – B can only hold if this complement is zero, so µ is an equivalence. 
Proof of Corollary C.2. First, Morita equivalent fusion categories have braided tensor equivalent
Drinfeld centers [EGNO, §8.12]. If Φ0 is a fusion category with simple unit, then its Drinfeld
center ZpΦ0q is nondegenerate [EGNO, §8.20]. Therefore, by [S-P, BJSS] the Drinfeld center is
invertible. Conversely, by Theorem C.1 any fusion category is Morita equivalent to a finite direct
sum of fusion categories with simple unit. Then, as in the proof of Lemma 2.38, the Drinfeld center
of a direct sum is the direct sum of the Drinfeld centers, and if the Drinfeld center is invertible, it
follows that the direct sum has a single summand. 
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